Handcrafted Beeswax Candles
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We are passionate about promoting sustainable resources, positive environmental practices, and greener living.
Our products are a reflection of our ideals, to support good health and maintain a balance with nature.

Why Burn Beeswax?

Beeswax, the least processed and purest of all candle waxes, is a renewable resource and a product of the sustainable industry of beekeeping.
Nontoxic and non allergenic, beeswax candles burn clean and soot free. While burning they release negative ions, just as seashores or rainstorms do.
These negative ions improve air quality by eliminating pollutants and allergens from the air that we breathe.
Most candles are made with paraffin, a highly processed petroleum by-product, which is unhealthy to burn. To render and ready it for candle making
it is chemically bleached and hardened, then artificially scented. Burning paraffin emits harmful black soot and pollutes the air.
The high melting and burning temperature of beeswax translates into exceptionally long burn times. While burning, beeswax candles produce golden
flames that glow with the same spectrum of light as the sun.
Beeswax candles have been the choice of candle connoisseurs throughout the ages. They are gifts from nature that embody the essence and energy of
the beehive. Beeswax candles are the natural choice for people who care about their health and the health of the environment.

Why Big Dipper Wax Works?
We only use the highest quality, all natural, biodegradable ingredients.
The majority of our beeswax is collected from beekeepers in the western US and western Canada. When sourcing outside these regions we stay true to our
high quality standards and take scrupulous measures to ensure that we are sourcing the best beeswax available.
Our beeswax goes through a simple, natural filtration process that uses no chemicals and very little energy. Our process cleans the wax of dirt and pollen
particulates while allowing it to retain its inherent color and aroma.
Socially and environmentally responsible business practices have always been a focus at Big Dipper Wax Works. We are committed to creating products
and a work environment that contribute to the health of our community and the planet.
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100% Beeswax Hand Dipped Tapers

C101

Natural

Pumpkin

Cherry Blossom

Red

Moss

Forest

Sky Blue

Teal

Lilac

Eggplant

Ivory

Black

C201

Our Tapers are made the old fashioned way. Each pair has been dipped by
steady hands into vats of molten beeswax. This time honored process creates
dripless, smokeless, long burning tapers. Available in two sizes: Standard
(12”x 7/8”) and Grand (15”x 1”) and in all twelve colors shown above.
Display racks available.

100% Beeswax Pillars

Our 3”x 3.5”, 2”x 4.75”, and 3”x 6”
Pillars are available in all nine
colors shown below.

The extra tall 3”x 9” Pillar has
an incredibly long burn time.
Available in undyed, natural
beeswax only.

P34

Red

Pumpkin

Natural

Moss

P39

Forest

P24

Teal

P36

Eggplant

Black

Ivory

The dust, or “bloom,” that may appear on the surface of beeswax candles is your guarantee that they’re made of pure beeswax. Bloom is sugar that, with time, rises to
the surface of the wax. It can be removed if desired by simply wiping with a soft cloth or warming with a hair dryer, thus restoring the wax’s natural luster.

100% Beeswax Container Candles and Bulk Beeswax

Votives are available in
display boxes of 18.

Our 1.7 oz. recycled Tins are
available individually and in
display boxes of 12.

BT1D

BVD

Pure Beeswax is available in
1.5 oz. bars - sold individually
and in display cases of 10,
as wells as 1 lb. blocks.

Our Tea Lights are poured into
clear cups for optimum glow.
Available in 6-packs, boxes of 16,
and bulk boxes of 48.
BBCS

TL16

BBK

TL6

Our hand poured glassware
(from left to right):
3.2 oz. Apothecary Glass
13 oz. Sanctuary Glass
4.2 oz. Beehive Glass

BG8

BG2

BG1

Beeswax gets its wonderful natural color and honey-like fragrance from the pollen and nectar of the flowers the bees are pollinating.
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100% Beeswax Sculpted Candles

Faceted Pillars
(designed by Urban Case):
Medium 2.5” x 5.25”
Large 3” x 6.25”
Small 2.5” x 3.25”

2.5” Floating Candles
(two per box):
Lotus
Rosette
FACL

FACM

FACS

FLR2

FLL2

2”x 4.75” Bee Love Pillar
4” Decorative Spheres:
Flourish
Artichoke
Allium
PBL
SPFL
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SPAR

SPAL

100% Beeswax Sculpted Candles
Hand sculpted and cast by our in-house artisans, these unique beeswax candles are Big Dipper Wax Works originals!
While burning, each candle will cast a luminescent glow through its decorative design.

2.75” x 3.75” Egg Pillar
3” x 3.75” Floral Pillar
3” x 4” Song Birds:
Upright
Pecking
PE

PF

BIRD2

BIRD1

2.5” x 3.5” Sugar Skull

Pumpkins:
Small (dark orange) 3”x 2”
Large (natural) 4”x 3”
Medium (orange) 3”x 3.25”

SKULL

PUMPS

PUMPL

PUMPM

Pinecones:
Large (natural) 5”x 2.5”
Small (forest) 3.5”x 2”
Medium (chestnut) 4”x 3”

3” Decorative Ornaments:
Peace
Wish
Joy

CONEL

CONES

CONEM

PEACE

WISH

JOY

Honeybees can see ultraviolet light, which allows them to sense which flowers are full of nectar. They communicate the location of flowers to others by
“dancing.” They signal to other bees about flowers’ distance and direction by dancing in circles and by wagging their bee-hinds.
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100% Beeswax + Pure Essential Oils
ALL NATURAL AROMATHERAPY CANDLES

Aromatherapy is the ancient practice of using natural plant essences to
promote health and well being. It utilizes pure essential oils, which are
naturally extracted from a wide variety of plants.
Beeswax, a creation of honeybees pollinating and collecting nectar for
their hives, is known for its beneficial health properties as well. The
negative ions it releases while burning cleanse the air and have been
shown to alleviate symptoms associated with asthma, allergies, and sinus
ailments. The union of pure essential oils and beeswax is the clear,
healthy choice to encourage mind and body wellness.
Many companies that claim to produce aromatherapy candles use
synthetic fragrances and/or paraffin wax, which is a petroleum
by-product. These ingredients emit harmful toxins as they burn and
contradict the true essence of aromatherapy.
At Big Dipper Wax Works, we carefully blend the finest essential oils,
combine them with the purest beeswax, and hand pour the mixture to
create great smelling, long burning, all natural candles.

Our aromatherapy candles are available in ten therapeutic blends...
Vitality

Lemongrass ~ Grapefruit is a zesty, refreshing
fusion that stimulates the senses and restores the spirit.

1.7 oz. recycled Tins are
available individually and
in display boxes of 12.

ClaritY

Lime ~ May Chang is a cheerful, citrus tonic
that fuels awareness and certainty.

Votives are available in
display boxes of 18.

Meditation Cedarwood ~ Balsam is a calming, woodsy
aroma that promotes a clear mind and inner peace.

Enlightenmint

Bergamot ~ Mint is a fresh,
energizing union that invokes wisdom and clarity.

BALANCE

Lavender ~ Peppermint is a refreshing, herbal
scent that helps ground energy and elevate awareness.

Harmony Pure Lavender is a calming, floral aroma that
promotes balance and relaxation.

Rapture

Patchouli ~ Cassia is a stirring, exotic blend
that arouses passion and excites the senses.

Sensuality

Palmarosa ~ Lavender is a warm, floral
aroma that promotes relaxation and sparks desire.
AT1D

AVD

Rejuvenation

Sweet Orange ~ Clove Bud is a spicy,
uplifting medley that revives and restores inner strength.

Radiance
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Ylang Ylang ~ Tangerine is a warm, glowing
blend that inspires happiness and wisdom.

Aromatherapy Candles
100% Beeswax + Pure Essential Oils

Our signature 4.2 oz. Beehive
Glasses make great gifts,
colorfully packaged in
sturdy cardboard tubes.
Refills are available.

AG1

These 3.2 oz. Apothecary
Glasses are simple, utilitarian
candles in reusable glass jars.

AG8

Our elegant 13 oz. Sanctuary
Glasses have exceptionally long
burn times!

Our Aromatherapy Pillars
come in our 10 therapeutic scents
and an array of vibrant colors.
They are available in:
2”x 4.75”, 3”x 6” and 3”x 3.5”.
AG2

AP24

AP36

AP34
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Verdure Collection
100% Beeswax + Pure Essential Oils
The Verdure Collection is available in three scent blends:
Lavender + Frankincense, Sage + Verbena, and Orange + Eucalyptus.

1.7 oz. recycled Tins are wrapped with
botanical watercolor illustrations.
AT1VSV

AT1VOE

These elegant 6.2 oz. scalloped edge
Glasses make perfect gifts, packaged in
boxes featuring botanical watercolor
illustrations.
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AGVLF

AGVSV

AGVOE

AT1VLF

Valentine’s Day
These limited edition
3.65 oz. Printed Porcelain Cups
are available in 3 different
designs and scents:
Rapture, Harmony, and Sensuality.
2”x 4.75” Bee Love Pillar
APO1

Feel the love with this 3”x 3”
pure beeswax red Heart Pillar!

PBL

PH

1 oz. Heart Tin
is scented with pure
Cinnamon essential oil.
HT

Additional Valentine’s Day
suggestions from our core line in
Harmony, Sensuality, and Rapture
(shown from left to right):
3.2 oz. Apothecary Glass
3”x 3.5”, 3”x 6” and 2”x 4.75” Pillars
1.7 oz. recycled Tin
4.2 oz. Beehive Glass

AG8

AP34

Harmony Pure Lavender

AP36

AT1

AP24

AG1

Sensuality Palmarosa ~ Lavender

Rapture Patchouli ~ Cassia

100% Beeswax Sculpted Spring Candles

2.75” x 3.75” Egg Pillar
3” x 3.75” Floral Pillar

PE

PF

3” x 4” Song Birds:
Upright
Pecking

BIRD2

2.5” Floating Candles are crafted
in two styles (2 per box):
Lotus
Rosette

FLL2

FLR2

In an effort to support local economy and reduce our carbon footprint, whenever possible we source our packaging and materials locally.
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BIRD1

Citronella Collection
Illuminate the outdoors while eliminating bugs with our Citronella candles, made with our exclusive blend
of beeswax, soy wax, and pure essential oils of Citronella and Cedarwood.

3.2 oz. Apothecary Glass

Votives make great refills for
the Apothecary Glass, as well as
many other containers. Available
in display boxes of 18.
AG8CIT

AVDCIT

Tea Lights, great inside your
outdoor lanterns and more!
Available in 6-packs.

10.8 oz. recycled Tins
are perfect for the
outdoor adventurer.

TL6CIT

CITRO

100% Beeswax Sculpted Fall Candles

Pinecones:
Large (natural) 5”x 2.5”
Small (forest) 3.5”x 2”
Medium (chestnut) 4”x 3”

SKULL

2.5” x 3.5” Sugar Skull

Pumpkins:
Small (dark orange) 3”x 2”
Large (natural) 4”x 3”
Medium (orange) 3”x 3.25”
CONEL

CONES

PUMPS

CONEM

PUMPL

100% Beeswax Hanukkah and Celebration Tapers

5”x 3/8” hand dipped, 100%
beeswax Hanukkah Tapers
are available in natural and
multi-colored.
45 per box.
5”x 7/8” Celebration Tapers are
100% beeswax and hand dipped
in undyed, natural beeswax only.
10 per box.
CHAN
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CHANCO

CELE

Beeswax in its purest form is white. The natural yellow color of beeswax is determined by the pollen from the variety of flowers visited by the honeybees.
It can range from a deep, golden hue to a very pale yellow depending on the local flora.

PUMPM

100% Beeswax Sculpted Holiday Candles

These 3” Ornament candles are
hand sculpted and cast by in-house
artisans. Three styles available:
Peace
Wish
Joy
WISH

PEACE

JOY

Our 4” Sphere candles are available
in three nature inspired designs:
Flourish
Artichoke
Allium

SPFL

SPAR

SPAL

Holiday Aromatherapy
100% Beeswax + Pure Essential Oils

Scents of the Season
Our Holiday Aromatherapy candles are available in three festive blends...
A woodsy, meditative scent blended from Spruce, Fir
and Copaiba Balsam.
A sweet, enticing scent blended from Peppermint and
Birch.
An uplifting, exotic scent blended from Cinnamon,
Orange and Clove Bud.

Our signature 4.2 oz. Beehive
Glasses make great gifts,
colorfully packaged in
sturdy cardboard tubes.
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AG1

Holiday Aromatherapy
100% Beeswax + Pure Essential Oils

Gifts that Give Back!
We care about the Earth and its future generations! A minimum of 10% of the net profits from the sale
of our holiday candles will be donated to charities that support environmental conservation.

3.2 oz. Apothecary Glasses

Votives are available in
display boxes of 18.

AG8
AVD

Our Aromatherapy Pillars are
dyed to match each scent.
They are available in:
3”x 3.5”, 2”x 4.75” and 3”x 6”.

AP34

AP24

AP36

Holiday Blend

AGHB15

Enjoy the scents of the season while immersing
yourself in the luxury of beeswax and a special
blend of Spruce, Copaiba Balsam, Orange,
and Clove Bud pure essential oils. This 6.8
oz. glass is screen printed with a festive
vintage design that illuminates while burning.
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100% Beeswax Birthday Candles

Hand dipped Birthday Taper
Candles are available in natural
and assorted colors.
12 per bag.
Display racks available.

Hand sculpted Cake Number Candles
come in the colors shown.
Display racks available.

BD1
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BD2

BD3

BDAYCO

BDAY

BD4

BD5

BD6

BD7

BD8

BD9

BD0

BDST

Beeswax, like honey, is derived from the nectar of flowers. A hive’s worth of honeybees can fly up to 2.5 million miles and visit over 100 million flowers
to collect enough nectar to yield 50 lbs. of honey and about one pound of wax.

BDHT

Beeswax Bodycare
Indulge your body in the best the bees have to offer! Our therapeutic beeswax bodycare products are full of beneficial properties from the hive, as well as other
healthful botanical extracts. 100% pure, natural, non-GMO ingredients. No parabens, no synthetic ingredients, and no animal testing.

Our 2 oz. Muscle Massage Balm
features cooling Menthol crystals
and a warming blend of essential oils
for deep, muscle penetrating therapy.
Available individually and in display
boxes of 8.

MMBALMCS

Our 2 oz. Hand & Body Salve
features enriching Jojoba oil
and therapeutic essential oils of
Rosemary and Lavender to aid in
healing and nourishing your skin.
Available individually and in display
boxes of 8.

HBSALVCS

Our .15 oz. Beeswax Lip Balms
feature moisturizing Cocoa Butter
and nourishing oils of Coconut and
Apricot. Choose from our 4 unique
flavors made with only pure
essential oils (packaged in display
boxes of 24 tubes):
Peppermint Grapefruit
Cardamom Coffee
Honey Cocoa Butter
Vanilla Rose
LIPPGCS

LIPCCCS

LIPHCCS

LIPVRCS

Retailer Displays and Merchandising
Store merchandising displays and educational tools available for our wholesale customers.

Compact 2” x 3” “Why Burn Beeswax”
take-away cards that explain the benefits of
burning beeswax. 20 per pack.

WBBC

5” Point of Purchase Signs
Three titles available:
“About Big Dipper Wax Works”
“Beeswax Aromatherapy Candles”
“Pure Beeswax Candles”

POP

Standard Taper Display Rack
Sturdy metal rack holds 36 pairs of
tapers, 6 pair per prong.
17 3/4” h x 11 3/4” w x 6” d - base is 10” w
*Grand Taper Rack also available.
Cake Number Candle Display Rack
12 prong, lightweight wire rack holds
6 of each number per prong.
16 1/2” h x 8” w x 6” d
Birthday Taper / Tea Light Display Rack
Holds 20 Birthday Taper packs, 10 per
prong, or 12 Tea Light 6-packs, 6 per prong.
7 3/4” h x 5” w x 6” d - base is 6” w
DR1

DRBD

DRTL
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700 South Orchard Street
Seattle, WA 98108
bigdipperwaxworks.com
888.826.7770

Handcrafting Natural Light Since 1993
At Big Dipper Wax Works, we are dedicated to creating natural beeswax products of the highest quality, using only the purest ingredients available.
100% Beeswax

Pure Essential Oils

Eco-Friendly Dyes

100% Cotton Wicks

Naturally filtered and unbleached.

Cold pressed or steam distilled.

Natural-based, nontoxic.

Natural fiber, no paraffin added.

Big Dipper Wax Works is committed to supporting a vibrant community of customers, beekeepers, and bees. 10% of the net profits from all candle sales is
donated to organizations dedicated to outreach and education efforts devoted to promoting sustainable beekeeping and environmental conservation.
To learn more about our commitment to the community and the environment visit us at www.bigdipperwaxworks.com.

